DISCLAIMER: The Canadian Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute cannot accept responsibility for any errors or oversights in the use of this material. The design professional must recognize that the detail is intended for use by professional personnel and must accept responsibility for the application of the information found in this detail. Comments regarding the information found in this detail should be directed to the Canadian Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute.

C-4

BEAM ON CONTINUOUS COLUMN

- Required (Design Optional)
- Column Integrity Required
- Column Inset Plates
- Rebars in Topping Welded to Top Conn. @ MID PT. BOTH SIDES
- Plate w/ N Studs
- CAST IN BEAM & COL @ MID PT. BOTH SIDES
- FILL GAPS WITH HIGH STRENGTH
- PRECAST CONG. BEAM
- PRECAST CONG. COL.
- CONG. IF CONTINUITY IS REQUIRED (DESIGN OPTIONAL)
- GROUT BEFORE CASTING C.I.P.
- WITH CORBELS